
Contemporary Folk Law 

The undersigned are in the process of fonning a "Working Group on Folk Law" with the ul
timate objective of forming aCommission affiliated with the LA. U. Through the medium of 
Current Anthropology and the International Association of Legal Science we hope to reach 
social scientists and jurists who would be interested in cooperating with us in our efforts . We 
would like to briefly outline our ideas about the nature of the W orking Group. 
The Working Group's members should be devoted to the study of the theoretical, 
methodologieal, and practical aspects of folk law in pluralistic legal systems . We are sadly 
aware of the various connotations the word "folk law" carries , and we should like to stress 
that by using it we do not imply distinctions such as folk vs . urban, folk/traditional vs . non
folk/modern. We only employ the word in want of a label which would more appropriately 
cover our field of interest. 
We associate "folk law" with social phenomena on two levels : 
1 .  On the one level, the one of the content of legal conceptions, we think of folk-law where 

the law of a society (or of one of society's subgroups) corresponds to that society's (that 
society's subgroup's) members' cognitive and normative conceptions . 

2. Secondly, we think of folk law as involving social processes , namely those procedures and 
persons engaged in legally relevant actions legitimized by folk law in the first sense. 

It is obvious that there is only an overlap between the folk law on these two levels : Folk law 
elements in the first sense are not restricted to the products of folk law processes but may aIso 
appear in other forms of law, e .g .  in legislative enactments . Conversely, in folk law proce
dures, non-folk law conceptions may aIso be applied. It follows that when we speak of folk 
law, the label does not cover analytically distinct social phenomena. It is further clear to us 
that folk law cannot be studied and analyzed as an isolate but only as a component or aspect 
of a larger and generally pluralistic socio-legal system. However, there should be a common 
interest on the folk law elements which should unite the working Group's members . 
These interests may briefly be outlined here . When we speak of the theoretical, 
methodologieal, and practical aspects of folk law, we think of the following : 
- Theoretical aspects : What kind of social phenomena can ideally be distinguished as "folk 

law" ; how does the partial supersession by or the incorporation into other forms of law 
affect the nature of folk law; how is folk law affected by its application in a diversity of 
"non-folk" administrative structures ? 

- Methodological aspects : Questions of the appropriate methods and techniques in litera
ture- and field research; methods and doctrines of "law finding" in the processes of folk 
law application. 

- Practical aspects : The importance of folk law as a means for social orientation and social 
control ; the application of folk law in the diverse institutions of law application; the de
velopment of folk law as a process of adaptation and as directed legal development. 

RegionaIly, the Working Group's field of study should not be limited to those (mainly 
"third wor/d") countries where folk law constitutes a major component of the legal systems . 
It should also extend to western societies where elements of folk law play a considerable role 
in certain fields of social activity, corporate structures and among minority groups . 
We think that the W orking Group should devote particular attention to the practical impli
cations and consequences of folk law studies , the foremost we consider to be:  Problems con
cerning the application of folk law, the pertinent doctrines of law application, and the adap
tive and manipulated development of folk law. This objective may weIl constitute the crite
rion according to which selection of possible members should proceed. Membership in the 
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Working Group is not only open to social and legal scientists (who share our objectives ?) ,  
but also to practitioners ; c .q .  judges and administrators concerned with the application and 
development of folk law.  
Those who are interested in this field and who wish to join the W orking Group, are called 
upon to inform the correspondence address given below. 
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